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Résumé en
anglais
In this paper we are interested in sequentialization of formal power series with
coefficients in the semiring (R∪{−∞},max,+) which represent the behavior of timed
Petri nets. Several approaches make it possible to derive nondeterministic (max, + )
automata modeling safe timed Petri nets. Their nondeterminism is a serious
drawback since determinism is a crucial property for numerous results on (max, + )
automata (in particular, for applications to performance evaluation and control) and
existing procedures for determinization succeed only for restrictive classes of (max,
+ ) automata. We present a natural semi-algorithm for determinization of behaviors
based on the semantics of bounded timed Petri nets. The resulting deterministic
(max, + ) automata can be infinite, but a sufficient condition called strong liveness is
proposed to ensure the termination of the semi-algorithm. It is shown that strong
liveness is closely related to bounded fairness, which has been widely studied for
Petri nets and other models for concurrency. Moreover, if the net cannot be
sequentialized we propose a restriction of its logical behavior so that the sufficient
condition becomes satisfied for the restricted net. The restriction is based on the
synchronous product with non injectively labeled scheduler nets that are built in an
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